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• Why is global health in medicine 
important?
– Global health teaches humility and character.
– Participants learn how to be resourceful. 
– Participants also learn patient-centered care. 
• How can global health go wrong?
– Neglect of local desires
– Poor quality of work from volunteer
– Undercutting employment opportunities





• Questionnaire featuring open-ended, 
rating and ranking questions for past 
participants to complete.
• Prepare participants for upcoming 
departures according to discerned 
information. 
• Improve the effectiveness of an existing 
global health program through quality 
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“The preparation prior to the trip was 
as good as it could have been sans 
having the experience (lectures, 
mentorship with prior residents, 
planning time)."
“I think there were a few things that I 
wasn't going to be prepared for and 
just had to experience. I think some 
more reading on the culture and 
politics of the country would have 
helped some. “
“Wasn't completely sure what to 
expect or how I would acclimate to 
all of the changes (time, living 
conditions, cultural, etc.)”
Unprepared, 0.0%
“How well were you prepared for this 
elective?”
Global health integrated into medical 
education cultivates well-rounded 
physicians who become in touch with their 
patients and community.
• Extensive volunteer preparation is crucial for effective work.
• Must evaluate program for impact with patients
– Do those being served appreciate and value the 
service?
• Research indicates significant prospective benefit of 
enhanced administrative support
Effective global health programs re-
evaluate the scope of their program, the 
host community organization, and those 
who participate. 
The LVHN global health program can 
develop more detailed preparation and 
promote the evaluation of patients at the 
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“You allow your vulnerable, first world dissolve and 
allow culture, song, ideals, work, and life to 
permeate your inner world…You add another layer 
of depth, resilience, and hope to the world. You know 
in your heart that you are the one that was changed, 
and can only hope you left IIMC with a small 
exchange--positivity, joy, and love.” -2018 Participant
70%- People, connection
61%- health, community, care
38%- understand, experience, 
appreciate, thankful, amazing
“Most of the U.S. participants are motivated and work well 
with volunteers, patients and our staff. They will benefit 
from more preparation.” 
– Dr. Sujit Brahmochary, IIMC Host Director
“What motivated you to apply for this 
elective?”
